The Landscape Architectural Accreditation Board (LAAB) met on February 18-19, 2005. The LAAB made the following accreditation decisions:

Granted accreditation for six years (due to expire on December 31, 2010) to:

- Ball State University – course of study leading to the first professional MLA degree
- North Dakota State University – course of study leading to the first professional BLA degree
- University of Pennsylvania – course of study leading to the first professional MLA degree

The LAAB thanks the following individuals who participated as visiting team members (team chairs in bold):

- Ball State University – **Jack Williams, ASLA**, Bruce Sharky, FASLA, and Bart Berg, ASLA
- University of Pennsylvania – **Peter Trowbridge, FASLA**, Dixon Hanna and Rick Ciardella, ASLA

Also, LAAB has adopted a more detailed policy on delaying visits, accredited programs are submitting annual reports via the internet this spring and LAAB has developed a plan to update and train the Roster of Visiting Evaluators.

The list of accredited programs and other accreditation documents are posted at:

http://www.asla.org/nonmembers/education.cfm